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This is in reference to your correspondence, with enclosed sample, to the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch
(FTISB). In your letter, you asked for a classification of a "wrist brace" os depicted in the
accompanying photos. Specifically, you requested a review and detennination of the technology
for use on pistols as a support brace and not a shoulder stock.
As you may be aware, the amended Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a)(3),
defines the tenn "'firearm" to include: any weapon (inc/rIding a slarler gun) which will or is
designed to or may be readily converted to expel a projectile by the aclion ofan
explosive .. .fand] ...the frame or receiver ofany such weapon ....
Also, with respect to the definitions of "handgun" and "pistol" under Federal statutes and
regulalions, you may be aware that the GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92 I(a)(29), defines "handgun" to
mean, in part ... afirearm which has a shan stock and is designed to be held andjired by rhe use
a/a single hand....
Additionally, 27 CFR § 478.1 I, a regulation implementing the GCA, defines "pistol" as ... a
weapon originally designed, made. and intended to fire a projectile (buller) from one or more
barrels when held in one hand. and having (a) a chamber(s) as an inlegral part(s) of, or
permanently aligned wi/h. the borers); and (b) a shorr stock designed to be gripped by one hand
and ar an angle to and exlending below the line afthe borers).
Please note also that the GCA, IS U.S.C. § 921(a)(7), defines the teon "rifle" to include ... a
weapon designed or redesigned. made or remade. and intended to be fired from the sholilder...•
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Also, the GCA defines "short-barreled rifle" as " ... Q rifle having one or more barrels less than
16 inches in length and any weapon madefrom a rifle (whether by allera/ion, modification, or
otherwise) ifsuch weapon, as modified, has an overall length less than 26 inches." (See 18
U.S.C. § 92 1(a)(8).)
Finally, the Nation.1 Firearms Act (NFA), 26 U.S.C. § 5845(.)(3), defines "firearm" to include
•. .0 rifle having a barrel or barrels ofless than /6 inches in length ...•
The FTlSB evaluation revealed that the submitted sample consists of a modified KRISS rine
folding stock with a Gear Head Works '''Tailhaok'' arm brace attached.
The KRISS folding stock has been modified by removing the original stock buttplatelbuttstock
and cutting the lower attachment point of[ The Gear Head Works "Tailhaok" ann brace is then
inserted in the remaining mounting point and secured using set screws.
The uTailhook" is a forearm brace that incorporates a folding clamp type design which, when
placed in the open position, is intended to provide support to the firing hand by providing
additional leverage.
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The FTISB examination found that when the sample is assembled, as submitted, to a KRISS
Vector pistol, a shooter would open the clamping feature of the sample, and place the resulting
surface under his or her foreann while gripping the pistol's handgrip which offers the additional
support. In this configuration, the device provides the shooter with additional support of the
firearm while it is held and operated with one hand. When assembled in the aforementioned
configuration, OUf Branch finds that the addition of this item does not change the subject

fireann's classification.
However, FTISB has detennined that the aforementioned submitted forearm brace assembly,

when attached to a KRISS Vector pistol, does convert that weapon to be fired from the shoulder
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and would alter the classification of the subject pistol. FTISB has determined that the use of a
modified shoulder stock still constitutes a shoulder stock and that the design of the brace has to
be new and unique.
As such, lhe submitted sample is a "short-barreled tifle" as defined in 18 U.S.C. § 921 (a)(8).
Further, being a "short-barreled rifle" the submitted sample is also a "fireann" as defined in 26
U.S.C. § 5845(a)(3).
We caution that these findings are based on the sample as submitted, If the design, dimensions,
configuration, method of operation, or materials used were changed, our determination would be
subject to review.
The submitted sample will be returned to you utilizing the prepaid shipping label provided. Upon
return you will have until the close of business the following day to have the submitted sample
registered.
We trust that the foregoing has been responsive to your request for an evaluation. If we can be
of any further assistance, please contact us.

IiIcerel Y yours,

(b) (6)
Chief, Fireanns Technology Industry Services Branch
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